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Abstract Feature Models (FM) are used to represent commonality and variability in Software Product Lines. Since the first proposal by Kang, the notation of
FM has evolved in different ways: introducing cardinalities, using UML or XML
notations, etcetera. In addition, the use of FMs is not only restricted to domain
analysis because it is widely accepted that FMs can be used in different stages
of SPL development in order to produce other assets such as requirements documents, architectures, reasoning frameworks or even pieces of code. Hence, FMs
turn into an important focus of research in the field of model transformation. In
this context, two characteristics are needed: i) an agreed base faeture model and
ii) a platform independent representation allowing extensions for specific needs.
In this paper we propose an abstract feature model, providing an XML representation and mechanisms to extend this model for a particular approach. Therefore,
the contribution of this work is the modularization of the FM in order to cope
with distinct development stages.

1 Introduction
Feature Models (FM) are an important asset in Software Product Line (SPL) development. They have been quoted as one of the main contributions to domain analysis.
Likewise, there are some works in the literature that propose the use of FMs to model
SPL not only in domain analysis but in requirements elicitation [9], architecture development, and code generation [1,4]. Therefore, FMs are becoming a very important
starting point in model transformation to derive other models. FMs have evolved during
the last years and some extensions have been proposed to deal with particular needs in
particular stages of development. Recently, cardinality-based feature models have been
proposed [5] as an integration of previous notations and they have been formalized as
context free grammars in order to avoid unnecessary misconceptions.
Owing to FMs are important assets in different stages of development there are at
least two important characteristics that FM should fulfill: i) an agreed base FM and ii)
⋆
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a platform independent representation allowing extensions for specific needs. The main
idea behind this paper is to modularize FMs in order to fulfill this two characteristics.
This idea is mostly inspired by two recent works on SPLs. On the one hand, Czarnecki’s
stage configuration idea stands for specialization of FMs [5]. Hence, FMs are specialized for each stage, and feature selection is modularized. On the other hand, Dashofy
et Al. propose a modular software architecture, which consists of a base architecture
module together with optional modules (e.g. evolution module, SPL module, etcetera)
realizing additional architecture characteristics [6]. Hence, architecture model is modularized. The same idea applied to FMs is capitalized in this work, this is to say, having
a base feature model and specific modules to extend them for specific purposes (e.g.:
production module, reasoning module, etcetera).

2 Modular Feature Models
Feature models were introduced by Kang to domain analysis in a SPL [10] and were
very appreciated because of its simplicity in domain analysis tasks. However, nowadays
FMs are commonly used in other software product-line practices such as architecture
management, code generation in generative approaches and so forth demanding the
representation of additional information actually related to features. To attain this, we
propose the idea of modular feature models. This permits to broaden the scope of FMs
to other SPL practices than domain analysis.
In order to achieve the modularization of FMs, our approach provides: i) an XML
abstract representation of base FM module derived from current FM approaches, ii)
XML-based extension mechanisms for the definition of new FM modules, and iii) two
possible cases to module definition using these extension mechanisms. Modular FMs
enable slightly different FMs for distinct purposes. However, all FM share the very same
base FM module, and are constructed from a common set of FM modules by using the
same standardized mechanisms. Thus, the specific requirements for a given software
practice are supported, but maintaining the advantages of a unique FM representation.
2.1

Base Feature Model: An XML Abstract Representation Model

Cardinality-based Feature Models (CFM) [5] have been introduced as an integration
of several previous notations of FMs. They have been formally defined as context free
grammars which avoid unnecessary misconceptions. Figure 1 presents the CFM of the
JAMES system. JAMES is a SPL of collaborative web-based systems[8].
A CFM is composed by a root (JAM ES in Figure 1) and an optional set of constraints (they refer to global constraints: requires and excludes; R9 and R10 in Figure
1). A root, as a Feature is composed by an optional set of relations (it would be controversial to discuss whether it makes sense to have a FM with only a root feature).
Relations can be of two different types: binary relations which includes mandatory
(e.g. R1), optional (e.g. R2) and cardinality–based like relations (e.g. R4) or set relations (e.g.R7). A feature can be of three different types and is composed by one or more
relations. A binary relation is composed by one and only one solitary feature which
is the child feature due that the parent feature is the one that has this relation (Core or
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U serM anagement are examples of solitary features); A set relation is composed by
at least two grouped features (Calendar,DB or P DA are examples of grouped features). In addition a solitary feature and set relations comprise one or more cardinalities.
Note that in the graphical representation we can put no cardinality in set relations but
in fact that means that the cardinality is h1-1i. Likewise there are graphical representations for common used cardinalities of solitary feature like [1..1] and [0..1] (see Figure
1 notes).
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Figure 2. CFM meta model

Figure 2 represents our meta model for CFM. It has some improvements regarding the one presented in [3] and the later XML improvement in [11] (note that in this
proposal there is no meta model but an XML Schema representation which could be
considered as a meta model): i) we fully support CFM because we allow to have more
than one cardinality to both solitary features and set relations which is not allowed in
[11]; ii) we allow the possibility of having more than one attribute in any feature which
is not allowed neither in [11] nor in [5], this could be seen as a syntax facility due that it
is always possible to represent more than one attribute as sub features (see [5]) but we
think is more natural to both customer and developers to have the possibility of having

more than a single attribute in a feature; iii) our proposal is not tool-oriented as XFeature is [3], so we allow to represent global constraint in the same FM and we do not add
unnecessary information in our meta model with references as XFeature does, and iv)
the models developed using XFeature can be easily transformed to our meta model due
that they can be seen as a subset of our proposal but not always backwards.
Our XML representation can be fully acceded in http://www.tdg-seville.info/topics/spl/.
The XML representation of UML composition relations of figure 2 are straightforward
using the elements of XML Schemas
Some mechanisms are necessary in order to define new modules extending base
FM. As proposed by [3] we agree that XML Schema is the appropriate technology
to represent the meta-model of FM. In general, XML is an extensible and modular
language . Particularly XML Schema provides hredefinei mechanism, which enables to
redefine simple and complex types, groups, and attribute groups that are obtained from
external schema files. Hence, a new module may be defined by creating a particular
XML schema extending the base FM schema proposed previously.
2.2

Sample Cases

A case in point is AHEAD methodology, it could be of interest to integrate information
related to layers along with the FM. By doing so, it bridges the gap between features
and layers. Hence, layer equation is derived from feature selection making automatic
product production possible. This is the case of web application-line production [7]. In
this approach, layers are specified within the FM XML document. Thus, layer equation
is obtained when features are selected, and production is automatically performed. To
attain this, a new module is needed in order to extend FM with layer information. This
extension to the FM enables production following AHEAD methodology.
Another example of FM XML document refinement is when FM wants to be used
in order to extract knowledge about the SPL. To do so, it is necessary to transform the
FM into a reasoning framework such as the one presented in [2] where a transformation
from a FM into a CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem) was proposed. Doing so, it is
possible to have information about the FM such as how many potential products are
represented in the FM, whether a configuration is valid or not, how many variability is
present in a given FM, how many commonality a given features has in a FM, which is
the lowest price for a product, which is the best product in terms of quality, performance
or security, and so forth.
In addition, new modules may be defined in order to cope with requirements, documentation, architectures, etcetera.

3 Conclusions and Future Work
This work is a first attempt to modular feature models. To this end, several mechanisms are provided in order to make modularization possible. Furthermore, modular
feature models idea has been used tentatively in the examples presented in this paper.
However, it lacks of specific tool support and needs more case studies in order to validate this proposal.

We have briefly presented a FM model with some minor additions (capability of
having more than a single attribute for every feature). Then, we gave a representation
of this model using XML technologies (i.e. XML and XML Schema). We argue that
an independent representation of FM is desirable in order to do an automatic transformation into different assets of a Software Product Line. We improve some aspects of
former XML representations and we are using this representation in the development of
a tool to transform CFM into a CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem) which allows us
to have an automatic management of FMs. In addition, this representation is used in application production. In the future we want to improve our tool support integrating our
approach in XFeature using our reasoning framework [2]. Likewise, we are working in
a prototype that allows the automatic generation of portal–based applications selecting
features and transform them using the AHEAD tool [7].
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